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This paper evaluates the central insight of the consumption capital
asset pricing model that an asset’s expected return is determined by
its equilibrium risk to consumption. Rather than measure risk by the
contemporaneous covariance of an asset’s return and consumption
growth, we measure risk by the covariance of an asset’s return and
consumption growth cumulated over many quarters following the re-
turn. While contemporaneous consumption risk explains little of the
variation in average returns across the 25 Fama-French portfolios, our
measure of ultimate consumption risk at a horizon of three years
explains a large fraction of this variation.

I. Introduction

The natural economic explanation for differences in expected returns
across assets is differences in risk. According to canonical economic
theory, the risk of an asset is determined by its covariance with con-
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sumption growth. But differences in the covariance of returns and con-
temporaneous consumption growth across portfolios do not explain the
differences in expected returns observed in the U.S. stock market
(Mankiw and Shapiro 1986; Breeden, Gibbons, and Litzenberger 1989;
Campbell 1996; Cochrane 1996; Lettau and Ludvigson 2001b). The asset
pricing literature has largely concluded that differences in expected
returns are not due to differences in risk to consumption, but instead
arise from time variation in effective risk aversion or quite different
models of economic behavior.

In this paper, we study the Fama and French size and book-to-market
portfolios and reevaluate the central insight of the consumption capital
asset pricing model (CCAPM) that an asset’s expected return is deter-
mined by its equilibrium risk to consumption. Rather than measure the
risk of a portfolio by the contemporaneous covariance of its return and
consumption growth—as done in the previous literature on the CCAPM
and the cross-sectional pattern of expected returns—we measure the
risk of a portfolio by its ultimate risk to consumption, defined as the
covariance of its return and consumption growth over the quarter of
the return and many following quarters.

Measuring risk on the basis of the ultimate impact of a return on
consumption has several appealing features. First, this approach main-
tains the assumption that the primary determinant of utility is the level
of flow consumption. This assumption has a long history of relatively
successful application in economics. Second, this approach is consistent
with the canonical CCAPM in that, if the CCAPM were true, the ultimate
risk would correctly measure the risk of a portfolio. Finally and most
importantly, the ultimate risk may be a better measure of the true risk
of an asset if consumption is slow to adjust to returns. If consumption
responds with a lag to changes in wealth, then the contemporaneous
covariance of consumption and wealth understates or mismeasures the
true risk of a portfolio. Ultimate consumption risk, on the other hand,
can provide the correct measure of risk under several extant explana-
tions of slow consumption adjustment, such as some models of (a)
measurement error in consumption; (b) costs of adjusting consumption;
(c) nonseparability of the marginal utility of consumption from factors
such as labor supply or housing stock, which themselves are constrained
to adjust slowly; or (d) constraints on information flow or calculation
so that household behavior is “near-rational.” The ultimate risk provides
a robust measure of the risk of a stock in that it remains to some extent
agnostic about the particular optimization problem faced by households.
This robustness allows us to evaluate the economic insight that con-
sumption risk should determine expected returns even though the true
stochastic discount factor—the complete model of household saving and
portfolio choice—has to date escaped discovery.
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Our main finding is that ultimate consumption risk can largely explain
the cross-sectional pattern of expected portfolio returns. While the co-
variance of each portfolio and contemporaneous consumption growth ex-
plains little of the variation in expected returns across portfolios, at a
horizon of three years the ultimate risk to consumption explains from
44 to 73 percent of the variation in expected returns across portfolios,
depending on specification. The performance of ultimate consumption
risk as a linear one-factor model rivals that of the Fama and French
(1993) three-factor model and the Lettau and Ludvigson (2001b) three-
factor model, two important extant linear factor models that have been
used to price the expected returns in the Fama-French portfolios. De-
spite the fact that we focus on a horizon at which consumption growth
performs well, our results are unlikely to be due to chance. There are
statistically significant differences across portfolios in their covariation
with consumption growth. And in a Monte Carlo experiment, repeated
estimation on data sets with no serial correlation in consumption growth
rarely finds that ultimate consumption risk prices the portfolios much
better than contemporaneous consumption risk.

What drives our results? The success of ultimate consumption risk
comes from the fact that the excess returns on the Fama-French port-
folios predict future consumption growth. The Fama-French portfolios
mainly capture the size premium and the value premium, and both the
excess return of small firms less large firms and the excess return of
high-value stocks less low-value stocks predict consumption growth. The
joint significance of these two excess returns in predicting consumption
growth peaks at the horizon of three years, where the fit of the ultimate
consumption model of expected returns is largest.

The serial correlation of consumption growth gives the ultimate con-
sumption risk stochastic discount factor a clear business cycle pattern.
Consumption falls through recessions, so that the stochastic discount
factor is highest right before and at the start of recessions. Value stocks,
and to a lesser extent small stocks, have high average returns because
they pay off poorly before and early in recessions, and ultimate con-
sumption risk captures this.

Despite the strong relationship between ultimate consumption risk
and expected returns, ultimate consumption risk does not provide a
complete accounting of relative expected returns. The model has 26
moments and three parameters, and generalized method of moments
(GMM) tests of overidentification reject the contemporaneous and ul-
timate consumption risk models. We note that consumption risk prices
poorly the expected return on the portfolio with the smallest size and
value, suggesting that issues of liquidity or the inability to short may be
important elements missed by consumption risk alone.

We build on the large literature testing consumption-based asset pric-
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ing models, but in particular, our main results are most closely related
to those of Brainard, Nelson, and Shapiro (1991), which shows that the
longer the horizon of the investor, the better the CCAPM performs
relative to the CAPM, and to those of Bansal, Dittmar, and Lundbland
(forthcoming), which shows that the cointegrating relationship between
consumption and dividends explains a large share of the variation in
average returns. We work directly with returns rather than long-run
movements in dividends and estimate structural parameters. More re-
cently, Lustig and Van Nieuwerburgh (2003), Piazzesi, Schneider, and
Tuzel (2003), and Yogo (2003) price expected returns using durable
consumption or housing consumption in conjunction with nondurable
consumption.1 Finally, our article is closely related to the literature on
the stochastic properties of aggregate consumption following aggregate
market returns (Kandel and Stambaugh 1990; Daniel and Marshall 1997;
Ludvigson and Steindel 1999; Parker 2000, 2001; Dynan and Maki 2001;
Gabaix and Laibson 2002; Piazzesi 2002; Bansal and Yaron 2004).

The balance of the paper is organized as follows. Section II uses the
optimality condition for the portfolio choice of a representative agent
to derive the ultimate consumption risk version of the CCAPM, then
briefly discusses alternative models for which ultimate consumption risk
and not contemporaneous risk would determine expected returns. Sec-
tion III describes our data and Section IV our econometric methodology.
Section V contains our main results on fit, significance, and implied
risk aversion for the ultimate risk to consumption. Section VI lays out
what lies behind the main findings—the predictability of consumption
growth and the business cycle pattern of our stochastic discount factor—
and presents the results of a simulation exercise that demonstrates that
our findings are unlikely to be due merely to chance. Section VII of
the paper compares a one-factor linear model of ultimate consumption
risk to the fit and the performance of the models of Fama and French
(1993) and Lettau and Ludvigson (2001b). Section VIII presents
conclusions.

II. Expected Returns and Consumption Risk

The CCAPM, first developed by Rubinstein (1976) and Breeden (1979),
relates expected returns to their equilibrium risk to consumption. A
representative household allocates its resources among consumption
and different investment opportunities so as to maximize the expected
present discounted value of utility flows from consumption. When

1 We suspect that these models work well because expenditure levels on durable goods
and the prices of durable goods react more quickly to news than nondurable consumption,
and so signal or predict future movements in nondurable consumption.
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wealth is allocated optimally across assets, the marginal investment in
any assets yields the same expected increase in future utility, so that for
any excess return ,eR i,t�1

′ eE [u (C )R ] p 0, (1)t t�1 i,t�1

where is the period utility function, is consumption, and iu(7) Ct�1

indexes excess returns.
We can write this equation as a model of expected returns by dividing

by and using the unconditional expectations operator and the′u (C )t
definition of covariance to yield

eCov [m , R ]t�1 i,t�1eE[R ] p � , (2)i,t�1 E[m ]t�1

where is the stochastic discount factor. Relative′ ′m p u (C )/u (C )t�1 t�1 t

expected excess returns on different portfolios are determined by their
relative covariances with the stochastic discount factor and, thus, by their
relative comovement with consumption. A portfolio that has greater
consumption risk in equilibrium has greater expected return, since con-
sumption and marginal utility are inversely related.

According to equations (1) and (2), differences in risk across port-
folios are due to differences in their contemporaneous comovement with
consumption. This maintains several assumptions not directly related
to portfolio choice: the agent must perfectly smooth expected marginal
utility over time, marginal utility must be determined only by con-
sumption, and the level of consumption must be costless to adjust. Un-
der these conditions, the impact of any return is reflected instantly and
completely in consumption.

Instead of maintaining these assumptions, we evaluate the central
insight of the CCAPM—that consumption risk determines average re-
turns—while allowing for the possibility that consumption is slow to
respond to returns.

Consider the following alternative model of expected returns, derived
under the assumption that the CCAPM is literally true. Use the con-
sumption Euler equation for the risk-free rate between andt � 1 t �

,1 � S

′ f ′u (C ) p E [dR u (C )], (3)t�1 t�1 t�1,t�1�S t�1�S

to eliminate from equation (1) to yield′u (C )t�1

S eE [m R ] p 0, (4)t t�1 i,t�1
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where . When we reorganize as before,S f ′ ′m p R u (C )/u (C )t�1 t�1,t�1�S t�1�S t

expected returns are given by

S eCov [m , R ]t�1 i,t�1eE[R ] p � , (5)i,t�1 SE[m ]t�1

where we refer to for large S as ultimate consumptionS e� Cov [m , R ]t�1 i,t�1

risk. A portfolio’s risk is measured by the covariance of its return at
and the change in marginal utility from t to , where S ist � 1 t � 1 � S

the horizon over which the consumption response is studied.
Why measure risk and price expected returns using ultimate con-

sumption risk, as in equation (5), instead of contemporaneous con-
sumption risk, as in equation (2)? If households choose their portfolio
at time t and the impact of this choice and the realized return on stocks
takes time to appear in observed consumption data, then the long-term
measure provides a better accounting of the equilibrium risk of different
stocks than the contemporaneous measure does. In general, there are
three classes of reasons why consumption might be slow to respond:
measurement error in consumption, mismeasurement of marginal util-
ity due to nonseparabilities with other factors, and slow adjustment of
marginal utility itself.

First, aggregate consumption data may measure consumption re-
sponses with delay, even if the true consumption response were instan-
taneous. As demonstrated by Wilcox (1992), serially correlated mea-
surement error is induced in aggregate consumption data by sampling
error, imputation procedures, and definitional difficulties involved in
constructing measures of real aggregate consumption from monthly
survey data on nominal sales at retail establishments. Second, the mar-
ginal utility of consumption may be altered by fluctuations in such fac-
tors as hours of leisure, habits, housing stock, durable consumption,
and so forth.2 If these factors are stationary and covary with returns,
their impact can be similar to that of transitory measurement error,
confounding inference using equation (2) whereas ultimate consump-
tion risk still determines returns. Third, consumption may be slow to
adjust to wealth shocks because of the presence of constraints on in-
formation flow or direct costs of adjusting consumption.3

2 An example that drops expected utility theory is given by Restoy and Weil (1998),
which shows that under Kreps-Porteus-Epstein-Zin preferences, expected returns are
priced by the covariance of the return with contemporaneous consumption growth plus
a factor proportional to the covariance with revisions to future consumption growth.

3 For examples of the second type of model, see Eichenbaum, Hansen, and Singleton
(1988), Startz (1989), Abel (1990), and Flavin (2001). For examples of the third type of
model, see Caballero (1995), Lynch (1996), Marshall and Parekh (1999), Alvarez, Atkeson,
and Kehoe (2002), and Gabaix and Laibson (2002). We provide more detail on these
arguments in Parker and Julliard (2003).
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III. Data

We use the quarterly returns on the 25 Fama and French (1992) port-
folios and construct excess returns as these returns less the25{R }i,t�1 ip1

return on a three-month Treasury bill, . We study these returnsfR t,t�1

because the Fama-French portfolios have a large dispersion in average
returns that is relatively stable in subsamples and because they have
been used extensively to evaluate asset pricing models. These portfolios
are designed to focus on two features of average returns: the size effect—
firms with small market value have, on average, higher returns—and
the value premium—firms with high book values relative to market
equity have, on average, higher returns.

More specifically, the 25 Fama-French portfolios are the intersections
of five portfolios formed on size (market equity) and five portfolios
formed on the ratio of book equity to market equity. Data on portfolio
returns are available monthly from July 1926 to December 2002. We
denote a portfolio by the rank of its market equity and then the rank
of its book-to-market ratio so that portfolio 15 is the smallest quintile
of stocks by market equity and the largest quintile of stocks by book-to-
market. To match the frequency of consumption data, we cumulate
returns to a quarterly frequency, so that represents the return onR i,t�1

portfolio i during the quarter .t � 1
For consumption, we use real (chain-weighted) personal consumption

expenditures on nondurable goods per capita from the National Income
and Product Accounts (NIPA). Except where noted, we make the stan-
dard “end-of-period” timing assumption that consumption during quar-
ter t takes place at the end of the quarter, so that is0 eCov [m , R ]t�1 i,t�1

calculated using NIPA consumption in relative to t and returnst � 1
during . We make this choice mostly because under this conventiont � 1
the entire period that covers is contained in the information set ofCt

the agent before , so that as we increase S we omit no covarianceeR i,t�1

of consumption and returns. The alternative timing convention, used
by Campbell (1999), for example, is that consumption occurs at the
beginning of the period, so that, using NIPA dates, one aligns with0mt�2

. For comparison, for , we also report results for this alter-eR S p 0i,t�1

native. All returns are deflated by the same deflator as consumption.
The sample of returns that we use is limited by the availability of

consumption data to run from the second quarter of 1947 to the fourth
quarter of 1999. The sample of returns stops at the end of 1999, so that
we can allow up to four years of consumption growth matched to a
return ( ) without altering the sample of returns that we study asS p 15
we vary S. That is, we use all available (not preliminary) consumption
data, from the first quarter of 1947 to the fourth quarter of 1999 plus
S quarters, which is the third quarter of 2003 when .S p 15
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IV. Estimation Methodology

We estimate the model for different horizons (S) by choosing the pa-
rameters to make the pattern of expected excess returns based on con-
sumption risk as close as possible to the observed pattern of average
returns. We parameterize the stochastic discount factor by assuming that
the utility function exhibits constant relative risk aversion with risk aver-
sion parameter ,gS

�gSCt�SS fm p R ,t t,t�S ( )Ct�1

and estimate the parameters , , and for each S by GMM usingm g aS S S

the empirical moment function26 # 1

S e(m � m )Rt S t eR � a 1 �t S 25
e mSg(R , C , C ; m , g , a ) p , (6) t t�1�S t�1 S S S

Sm � m t S

where is the vector whose ith element is . Equation (5)e eR 25 # 1 Rt i,t

implies that the moment function satisfies the 26 moment restrictions

eE[g(R , C , C ; m , g , a )] p 0 (7)t t�1�S t�1 S S S

at the true parameter values. For inference, we rely on the asymptotic
distributions for GMM, assuming that the time dimension is becoming
infinite and the maximum S is fixed.4 It is worth making two points
about this approach to estimation.

First, we base estimation on equation (5) rather than equation (4)
even though this choice means having to include the additional moment

because choosing these moments allows different mod-SE[m � m ] p 0t S

els (different S) to be evaluated using a similar criterion. For any sto-
chastic discount factor, the differences between the empirical and the-
oretical moments are pricing errors: the extent to which the expected
return predicted by the model does not equal the observed average
excess return.5 Thus the units of these errors are independent of the
choice of stochastic discount factor.

Second, by including the parameter rather than imposinga a pS S

, we separately evaluate the ability of the model to explain the equity0
premium and the cross section of expected stock returns. Because of

4 We construct the covariance matrix of the moments using the Newey and26 # 26
West (1987) procedure with cross correlations in the t dimension, to be conservativeS � 1
about statistical uncertainty. We find very similar results either fixing the cross correlations
at four for all horizons or using the VARHAC procedure.

5 More precisely, these are errors in expected return. However, since they are all scaled
by the mean of the stochastic discount factor, they are proportional to pricing errors, and
we maintain this terminology.
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our choice of moments, is in units of expected return and so measuresaS

the extent to which the model underpredicts the excess returns of all
Fama-French portfolios by the same amount. That is, it measures the
extent to which the model has an equity premium puzzle. If we omitted

, then we might incorrectly conclude that ultimate consumption riskaS

was only weakly related to expected returns across portfolios when in
fact ultimate consumption risk was “merely” not consistent with the
average excess return of all portfolios. In fact, many potential expla-
nations of the equity premium—such as limited participation, differ-
ential taxation of stocks and bonds, liquidity demand for Treasury bills,
and changing regulation of asset markets—can be consistent with con-
sumption risk pricing the expected returns among stocks, but not be-
tween stocks and Treasury bills.6

We report estimates both from GMM with a prespecified weighting
matrix and from efficient GMM (iterated to convergence). The pre-
specified weighting matrix is a diagonal matrix that places weight one
on the first 25 moments and very large weight on the last moment.7

This estimator has three advantages over efficient GMM. First, given
this weighting matrix, these estimates match the mean of the stochastic
discount factor and minimize the sum of squared pricing errors on the
Fama-French portfolios, giving each portfolio equal weight. Thus this
choice of weighting matrix forces the model to try to explain the size
effect and the value premium. Efficient GMM, on the other hand, min-
imizes the sum of squared pricing errors on weighted combinations of
the portfolios, focusing on linear combinations of returns that have low
variance and often ignoring the value premium or size effect or both
if they are “hard” to price. In practice, efficient GMM prices rather
unusual combinations of portfolios, with extreme long and short po-
sitions. Second, because GMM with a prespecified weighting matrix tries
to price the same portfolios as one varies S, measures of fit and speci-
fication tests are more comparable across different models (different
S) than for efficient GMM (Cochrane 2001, chap. 11). Third, GMM
with a prespecified weighting matrix has superior small-sample prop-
erties (see, e.g., Ferson and Foerster 1994; Hansen, Heaton, and Yaron
1996; Ahn and Gadarowski 1999).

For our estimates using the prespecified weighting matrix, we follow
Jagannathan and Wang (1996) and Hansen and Jagannathan (1997)

6 We checked that the inclusion of a does not drive our results by defining excess returns
relative to portfolio 33. The parameter restriction is not rejected, and we reach thea p 0
same main conclusions, with the exception that we are unable to evaluate the consistency
of the fitted model with the equity premium.

7 The weight of the last moment is chosen large enough that significant variation in
the weight does not change the parameter estimates. This ensures that our findings are
not due in any way to misestimating the mean of the stochastic discount factor as we
increase S. Yogo (2003) shows the importance of including the last moment.
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and evaluate the models’ performance using the Hansen-Jagannathan
distance and its p-value.8 The Appendix contains the details of this test
statistic.

V. Consumption Risk and Expected Returns

This section asks whether consumption risk explains the cross-sectional
variation in expected returns on different portfolios of stocks. First, is
consumption risk economically significant—does consumption risk ex-
plain a large share of the variance of average returns? Second, is con-
sumption risk statistically significant? Third, is consumption risk a com-
plete explanation of expected returns—do tests of overidentification
reject the model?

Our estimates provide two additional pieces of information about the
model. First, we estimate the risk aversion of the representative investor.
This is a structural parameter and should be consistent with behavior
under risk in other economic environments. Second, our estimates of

measure the extent to which the relative consumption risk of differentaS

portfolios is consistent with the average excess return on all portfolios.
We begin by estimating the model using the prespecified weighting

matrix. The first row of table 1 presents the results for the contempo-
raneous CCAPM (horizon ) using the “beginning-of-period” tim-S p 0
ing convention for consumption growth that aligns with�g(C /C )t�2 t�1

, and the second row reports results using the “end-of-period” tim-eR i,t�1

ing convention that aligns with . The contemporaneous�g e(C /C ) Rt�1 t i,t�1

CCAPM performs poorly in four ways.
First, contemporaneous consumption risk is not an economically sig-

nificant determinant of the cross section of expected returns. Column
1 displays the percentage of the variation in average returns explained
by the fitted model, given by the cross-sectional .9 Consumption risk2R

8 We present the Hansen-Jagannathan distance rather than the first-stage J-test because
we find the former to be more numerically stable (the latter involves a difficult matrix
pseudo-inversion). As seen in the tables, the Hansen-Jagannathan test and the efficient
J-test lead to similar inferences.

9 This is a “standard” calculated as though we had done a nonlinear regression of2R
the consumption covariances on the average returns:

e eˆVar (E [R ] � R )T i i2R p 1 � ,eVar (E [R ])T i

where
T1

E [x ] :p x�T t tT tp1

and
S e S eˆ ˆ ˆCov [m , R ] E [(m � m )R ]T t�1 i,t�1 T t S i,teˆ ˆ ˆR p a � p a � .i S SSˆ ˆm mS



TABLE 1
Expected Excess Returns and Different Horizons of Consumption Risk

Horizon S
(Quarters)

GMM with Prespecified
Weighting Matrix Efficient GMM

(%)2R
(1)

a
(2)

Risk
Aversion

g
(3)

Dist
(4)

(%)2R
(5)

a
(6)

Risk
Aversion

g
(7)

J-Test
2x (23)
(8)

0* 4 .029 19.9 .37 �32 .024 �47.9 46.7
(.006) (33.3) [.000] (.005) (19.0) [.002]

0 3 .023 19.0 .37 3 .024 17.0 52.2
(.005) (41.8) [.000] (.005) (21.7) [.000]

1 2 .023 10.7 .37 1 .024 2.3 52.1
(.007) (27.5) [.000] (.006) (16.9) [.000]

2 5 .020 14.6 .37 3 .023 4.6 52.2
(.009) (24.8) [.000] (.006) (14.8) [.000]

3 10 .018 17.9 .36 3 .023 3.5 51.9
(.009) (23.5) [.000] (.006) (13.6) [.001]

4 4 .021 9.1 .37 3 .023 6.2 51.3
(.008) (17.2) [.000] (.007) (12.1) [.001]

5 7 .019 11.7 .36 6 .022 8.9 50.4
(.008) (16.3) [.000] (.006) (10.3) [.001]

6 9 .018 12.6 .36 2 .024 2.3 51.9
(.008) (15.3) [.000] (.006) (9.5) [.001]

7 10 .019 11.0 .36 5 .023 3.5 51.7
(.008) (14.3) [.000] (.006) (8.7) [.001]

8 20 .018 15.1 .34 10 .023 5.2 51.5
(.006) (13.8) [.000] (.006) (8.6) [.001]

9 30 .018 17.9 .31 21 .023 8.7 51.6
(.005) (12.5) [.000] (.006) (7.8) [.001]

10 33 .017 18.6 .31 24 .022 9.3 51.4
(.005) (13.7) [.000] (.006) (7.9) [.001]

11 44 .015 25.4 .28 38 .020 15.8 49.3
(.006) (16.4) [.000] (.006) (8.6) [.001]

12 32 .016 25.0 .31 15 .022 7.3 52.4
(.005) (16.5) [.000] (.006) (7.9) [.000]

13 35 .012 38.5 .30 14 .022 8.0 52.3
(.006) (14.0) [.000] (.006) (8.7) [.000]

14 30 .014 34.6 .31 7 .023 5.0 52.4
(.005) (24.6) [.000] (.006) (8.0) [.000]

15 24 .016 39.4 .33 1 .024 1.7 52.7
(.008) (24.4) [.000] (.006) (8.7) [.000]

Note.—GMM estimation of eqq. (5) and (6). Standard errors are reported in parentheses and p-values in brackets.
GMM with a prespecified weighting matrix uses an identity matrix except that the weight on the last moment is large,
as discussed in Sec. IV. Efficient GMM iterates until convergence. Covariance matrices are calculated using the Newey-
West procedure with lags.S � 1

* Uses the beginning-of-period timing convention. Denotes using the timing convention for consumption data that
consumption takes place at the start of each quarter.
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explains only 3 or 4 percent of the cross-sectional variation in average
returns. Second, given the estimated levels of contemporaneous con-
sumption risk, the average return is far too large. The estimated inter-
cept is statistically significant and implies that the average excess return
on a Fama-French portfolio exceeds that implied by its contempora-
neous consumption risk by roughly 9 or 12 percent per year.10

Third, the model is rejected by the data. Column 4 presents the
Hansen-Jagannathan distance and the probability that one would err in
rejecting the model on the basis of this distance, that is, the p-value of
a specification test based on this distance. The Hansen-Jagannathan
distance would be the square root of a weighted average of the squared
pricing errors if we did not include a moment for the mean of .Smt�1

Since we do, this interpretation of the Hansen-Jagannathan distance as
a measure of average pricing error is not strictly correct; however, in
this case this interpretation is not misleading. The expected return based
on the fitted model is off by (roughly) 0.37 percent per quarter for the
“typical” portfolio.

Despite the low fit of the model, contemporaneous consumption risk
is statistically significant in explaining expected returns across portfolios.
Given the differences in the contemporaneous consumption risk across
portfolios, the point estimate for the risk aversion of the representative
agent required to rationalize the spread in average returns is near 20.
A Wald-type test treating the GMM estimator as an extremum estimator
rejects the restriction that at very high levels of significance (p-g p 0
value ; not shown in table 1).11 The standard errors on risk aver-�15! 10
sion are so large because the GMM objective function is quite flat in g

near the estimate and for larger g but becomes increasingly steep as
.g r 0

The remaining rows that display GMM estimates with the prespecified
weighting matrix show that, contrary to the result for contemporaneous
risk, consumption risk measured after consumption has had time to
adjust to returns explains a significant share of the variance in average
returns. As the horizon over which consumption adjustment is measured
increases, the economic importance of consumption risk rises up to

, where ultimate consumption risk explains 44 percent of theS p 11
variance in average returns across portfolios. This is in fact the smallest
peak explanatory power across specifications that we explore: ultimate
consumption risk explains one-half to three-quarters of the variation for
alternative specifications (tables 3 and 5 below). The explanatory power
of consumption risk is lower for , a feature discussed subsequently.S ≥ 12

10 This is consistent with the well-documented poor performance of the CCAPM in
explaining the excess return on the market (Grossman and Shiller 1981; Hansen and
Singleton 1982; Mehra and Prescott 1985).

11 The test follows Hayashi (2000, 489–90; eqq. 7.4.11, 7.4.9).
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For now, we analyze the explanatory power of ultimate consumption
risk at three years ( ). Figure 1 plots the predicted and averageS p 11
returns of different portfolios for the contemporaneous and ultimate
consumption risk measures. The horizontal distance between a portfolio
and the 45-degree line is the extent to which the expected return based
on fitted consumption risk (on the horizontal axis) differs from the
observed average return (on the vertical axis). For , there is almostS p 0
no relation between predicted and average returns. For , theS p 11
model fits most portfolios quite well, with the exception of the small
firms (denoted ), particularly the smallest size and book-11, 12, … , 15
to-market portfolio (11), which should have a much greater expected
return based on its consumption risk. For all but six of the 25 portfolios
(12, 13, 32, 33, 43, and 53), the pricing error is smaller for thanS p 11
for .S p 0

Even though small, low-value firms are priced poorly, there is still
substantial improvement in nearly all value and size categories in moving
from horizon to . Table 2 shows the square root of theS p 0 S p 11
average squared pricing error for each size and book-to-market quintile
at each horizon. The pricing errors are smaller at for every groupS p 11
of portfolios except the middle book-to-market portfolios (book-to-mar-
ket 3). For these portfolios, the pricing error associated with contem-
poraneous consumption risk is the smallest of the portfolio groups, and
the observed increase in the pricing error from to isS p 0 S p 11
smaller in magnitude than all but one of the decreases in pricing errors
in table 2. For small firms, which have the largest pricing errors at both
horizons, predicted expected returns are 0.5 percent per year closer to
average returns for ultimate consumption risk compared to contem-
poraneous risk.

In addition to a greater economic role for ultimate consumption risk
relative to contemporaneous risk, the statistical significance of risesSmt

as the horizon S increases to 11 (again, not shown in table 1). While
is always strongly rejected, the statistics testing this null hy-2g p 0 xS

pothesis increase by more than two orders of magnitude from toS p 0
.S p 11

Despite the economic significance of ultimate consumption risk, the
data reject that this single factor is the only determinant of expected
returns. Table 1 shows that the p-values on the distance tests reject the
model for all S. However, as can be inferred from comparing the distance
statistics across rows, the p-values, while extremely low, rise up to S p

. Figure 1 shows that portfolio 11 is the most poorly priced, suggesting11
that the missing element in the CCAPM may be an account of the costs
of short selling or the thinness of the market (see D’Avolio 2002; Lamont
and Thaler 2003).

It is also worth noting that, as we increase the horizon, there is an



Fig. 1.—Fitted and average returns of consumption risk models: a, horizon ; b,S p 0
horizon . All returns are quarterly rates. Each portfolio is denoted by the rank ofS p 11
its market equity and then the rank of its ratio of book value to market value. Fitted values
are based on the model estimates of table 1 with a prespecified weighting matrix.
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TABLE 2
Pricing Errors of Average Size and Value Portfolios

Horizon S
(Quarters)

Change0 11

Market equity quintiles:
Market equity 1 .78 .68 �.11
Market equity 2 .58 .38 �.20
Market equity 3 .37 .22 �.15
Market equity 4 .37 .28 �.10
Market equity 5 .28 .16 �.12

Book-to-market quintiles:
Book-to-market 1 .74 .65 �.09
Book-to-market 2 .35 .23 �.11
Book-to-market 3 .17 .27 .10
Book-to-market 4 .35 .19 �.15
Book-to-market 5 .70 .41 �.28

Note.—Based on estimates of table 1 with the prespecified weighting matrix. Units are quar-
terly rates reported in percentage terms. Average pricing errors are calculated as the square
root of the average squared errors.

improvement in the extent to which the model underpredicts all excess
returns. While the intercept remains statistically significant—so that
there remains an equity premium puzzle—the magnitude of the puzzle
is reduced.12 Finally, as S rises initially, estimated risk aversion declines,
although it rises again to levels around 20 when the fit of the model is
greatest (horizons around three years) and becomes greater still for
longer horizons.

When we reweight the portfolios (moments) efficiently, ultimate con-
sumption risk still performs best at in terms of its economicS p 11
significance in explaining the expected returns on the original port-
folios. Estimated risk aversion is significantly lower (more plausible) at
all horizons and is estimated more precisely. Otherwise, our conclusions
using efficient GMM estimates remain quite similar to those using first-
stage GMM.

The balance of the paper demonstrates both the robustness and the
source of our main finding that ultimate consumption risk does a better
job than contemporaneous consumption risk of pricing expected re-
turns. Section VI explains what lies behind the success of ultimate con-
sumption risk, shows that this result is unlikely to be due only to chance,
and addresses whether there is a “best” horizon S. Section VII linearizes
our model and compares its performance to two existing successful
linear factor pricing models. Before turning to these results, however,

12 There is already significant evidence that large S does not “solve” the equity premium
puzzle in aggregate consumption data (Kandel and Stambaugh 1990; Daniel and Marshall
1997; Parker 2001; Gabaix and Laibson 2002; Piazzesi 2002).
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we show that not only is our main result robust to some variations in
data, but it also is typically stronger in alternative specifications.

We consider four alternative ways of estimating the importance of
consumption risk. In each case, ultimate consumption risk explains
more of the cross section of expected returns than in our baseline
specification. In each case, the pattern of findings with horizon is similar
to that of table 1, so we limit our reporting to contemporaneous con-
sumption risk and horizons near .S p 11

First, much previous work has focused on a shorter time period than
we analyze in our baseline results.13 Panel A of table 3 shows the results
of estimating our model on a sample of returns that starts in the third
quarter of 1963, a starting period set to match that of Lettau and Lud-
vigson (2001b). In this subperiod, the pattern of coefficients and fit tell
a similar story, except that ultimate consumption risk does even better
at explaining expected returns. Around 60 percent of the variation in
expected returns is explained by consumption risk over a horizon
around three years at a level of risk aversion around 30. And the fitted
model overstates the average return on all portfolios by less than in the
baseline sample.

Second, we measure consumption risk using total consumption in-
stead of nondurable consumption. Ait-Sahalia, Parker, and Yogo (2004)
argue that the consumption risk of equity is understated by NIPA non-
durable goods because it contains many necessities and few luxury
goods. The usual concern with using total consumption is that it contains
expenditures on durable goods instead of the theoretically desired stock
of durable goods. But expenditures and stocks are cointegrated. The
long-term movement in expenditures following an innovation to equity
returns also measures the long-term movement in consumption flows.

Panel B of table 3 shows that using total consumption risk in place
of nondurable consumption risk leads to broadly similar conclusions.
Ultimate consumption risk using total consumption fits the cross section
of expected returns slightly better than nondurable consumption, find-
ing slightly higher risk aversion in the first-stage GMM estimates and
slightly lower risk aversion using the efficient procedure.

Third, we consider a slightly different set of returns: the 25 equal-
weighted Fama-French portfolios. As shown in panel C, ultimate con-
sumption risk does an even better job of explaining the cross-sectional
pattern of expected returns of these (albeit similar) portfolios. Not only
is over two-thirds of the variation in expected returns explained, but

13 The Fama-French portfolios had, and no longer have, the shortcoming that the sample
of firms changed significantly starting in 1963 because of a limited availability of the book
value of common equity prior to 1962.



TABLE 3
The Robust Relationship between Expected Returns and Consumption Risk

Horizon S
(Quarters)

GMM with Prespecified Weighting
Matrix Efficient GMM

(%)2R
(1)

a
(2)

Risk
Aversion

g
(3)

Dist
(4)

(%)2R
(5)

a
(6)

Risk
Aversion

g
(7)

J-Test
2x (23)
(8)

A. Original Fama-French Start Date: 1963:3–2003:3

0* 0 .023 �2.0 .36 0 .020 .7 49.9
(.006) (42.1) [.00] (.005) (24.0) [.001]

0 21 .017 70.5 .32 16 .020 87.3 48.9
(.009) (50.7) [.00] (.005) (22.2) [.001]

10 51 .011 21.0 .25 23 .019 6.9 51.3
(.006) (15.1) [.000] (.006) (7.3) [.001]

11 61 .010 27.4 .23 42 .017 13.0 53.1
(.006) (19.1) [.000] (.005) (7.8) [.000]

12 63 .009 33.8 .22 37 .016 13.2 54.7
(.006) (21.8) [.000] (.005) (8.1) [.000]

B. Total Consumption

0* 10 .030 28.8 .36 �5 .024 �7.2 51.8
(.006) (29.1) [.00] (.005) (17.0) [.001]

0 13 .024 26.4 .35 8 .023 11.9 51.7
(.007) (28.9) [.00] (.005) (16.8) [.001]

10 55 .015 32.4 .25 29 .022 9.1 50.6
(.007) (12.8) [.000] (.005) (6.9) [.001]

11 58 .019 31.2 .24 34 .021 10.5 51.0
(.006) (21.5) [.000] (.006) (7.2) [.001]

12 39 .020 25.7 .29 21 .021 7.4 52.9
(.006) (14.0) [.000] (.006) (6.5) [.000]

C. Fama-French Equal-Weighted Portfolios

0* 4 .030 20.1 .45 �66 .025 �48.2 55.4
(.006) (30.8) [.00] (.005) (18.2) [.000]

0 29 .025 42.1 .38 27 .026 34.3 59.2
(.008) (25.7) [.00] (.005) (14.2) [.000]

10 73 .013 42.5 .24 62 .022 25.1 45.8
(.011) (23.2) [.000] (.005) (9.7) [.003]

11 67 .020 34.0 .26 65 .021 29.3 44.5
(.007) (24.4) [.000] (.005) (10.5) [.005]

12 52 .020 31.3 .32 53 .018 29.2 46.4
(.007) (21.9) [.000] (.005) (10.7) [.003]

D. Long-Horizon Returns

0* 4 .029 19.9 .37 �32 .024 �47.9 46.7
(.006) (33.3) [.00] (.005) (19.0) [.002]

0 3 .023 19.0 .37 3 .024 17.0 52.2
(.005) (41.8) [.00] (.005) (21.7) [.000]

10 49 .121 69.2 4.19 42 .029 100.4 195.7
(.121) (61.2) [.000] (.009) (21.8) [.000]

11 52 .158 90.2 4.55 48 .077 162.5 210.0
(.099) (56.5) [.000] (.003) (33.1) [.000]

12 43 .261 55.4 5.60 �362 .102 392.8 211.0
(.074) (31.6) [.000] (.000) (24.3) [.000]

Note.—See the note to table 1.
* Uses the beginning-of-period timing convention.
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estimated risk aversion and fit are more stable between first-stage and
efficient GMM.

Fourth, we use ultimate consumption risk to price long-horizon re-
turns. That is, instead of substituting the consumption Euler equation
for the risk-free rate into the usual optimality condition for portfolio
choice, we substitute the consumption Euler equation for the excess
return, giving the condition

t�1�S�gSCt�1�S eE R p 0.� i,t( )[ ]C tpt�1t

Ex ante, we expect this model to perform worse, since to the extent
that consumption responds slowly to returns (or events correlated with
returns), this model does not include the consumption response to
events that occur near . Panel D of table 3 shows that in factt � 1 � S
we find a similar fit for some horizons for this model. Pricing long-
horizon expected returns, we find much higher levels of risk aversion
than in our baseline model, and the efficient GMM estimates are less
consistent with the first-stage estimates and highly unstable across ho-
rizons. The model is also very strongly rejected. That said, the model
does quite well in terms of fit.

Having shown that the ultimate risk to consumption explains much
of the cross-sectional pattern of expected returns, we now ask how and
why.

VI. What Drives This Result?

This section demonstrates that ultimate consumption risk does a better
job of pricing the portfolios than contemporaneous risk because the
returns on the Fama-French portfolios predict future consumption
growth. The risk-free interest rate in the discount factor plays almost
no role. Consumption is close to a martingale. But because the con-
temporaneous covariance between returns and consumption growth is
so small, a small amount of predictability of consumption growth, in
the right pattern across assets, leads to a large increase in the relation-
ship between consumption risk and expected returns with S.

Moreover, these results are unlikely to be due to chance. There are
statistically significant differences across portfolios in their covariation
with consumption growth. We show that, as the horizon S increases, the
difference in the covariance with consumption of small returns relative
to big returns grows, both statistically and economically; and similarly
for high-value relative to low-value returns. And in a Monte Carlo ex-
periment, repeated estimation on data sets with no serial correlation in
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consumption growth rarely finds that ultimate consumption risk prices
the portfolios much better than contemporaneous consumption risk.

The serial correlation of consumption growth gives the ultimate con-
sumption risk stochastic discount factor a clear business cycle pattern.
Consumption falls through recessions, so that the stochastic discount
factor is highest right before and at the start of recessions. Thus value
stocks and, to a lesser extent, small stocks have high average returns
because they pay off poorly before recessions.

Finally, we take up the question of whether there is a correct or best
horizon of consumption adjustment S to measure ultimate consumption
risk. On the basis of the theoretical motivation for our measure, it is
reasonable to select the “best horizon” by increasing S until one no
longer adds more signal than noise to the covariances of returns and
consumption growth. Arguably, such a criterion leads one to select

.S p 11
To demonstrate these claims, log-linearize and assume the ap-Smt�1

proximation that the risk-free rate is constant and equal to the discount
rate ( in eq. [3]), so that equation (5) can be written in termsfdR p 1
of consumption growth:14

Ct�1�se eE[R ] ≈ g Cov ln , Ri,t�1 i,t�1( )[ ]Ct

S

ep g Cov [D ln (C ), R ]. (8)� t�1�s i,t�1
sp0

Any expected excess return depends on the sum of covariances of the
return with current and future consumption growth rates. If consump-
tion growth were a martingale, then contemporaneous consumption
risk and ultimate consumption risk would perform equivalently at pric-
ing the Fama-French portfolios.

We focus on the size and value premia rather than trying to describe
and infer the relationship between all 25 excess returns and consump-
tion growth. We use the two excess returns constructed by Fama and
French (1993) that capture these premia: the excess return on a port-
folio containing stocks of firms with high ratios of book value to market
equity relative to a portfolio of firms with low book value to market
equity (“high minus low,” denoted HML), and the excess return on a
portfolio containing stocks of small firms relative to a portfolio of large
firms (“small minus big,” denoted SMB). These are two of the three
factors in the Fama-French three-factor model studied in Section VII.

14 The assumption that the risk-free real interest rate equals the discount rate omits only
a small factor, . Evaluated at the estimated , this factor equals�1 ˆ{1 � gE[ln (C /C )]} gt�1�S t S

1.04 at and 1.15 at .S p 0 S p 11
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TABLE 4
Predictability of Consumption Growth by Size and Value Returns

Regression

ln(C /C )t�1�S t

on HMLt�1

and SMBt�1

onHMLt�1

ln(C /C )t�1�S t�1

onSMBt�1

ln(C /C )t�1�S t�1

Horizon S
(Quarters)

(%)2R
(1)

(%)2R
(2)

Coefficient
(3)

(%)2R
(4)

Coefficient
(5)

Joint
Significance

2x (2)
(6)

Variance
of 100#

ln(C /C )t�1�S t�1

(7)

0 1.78 .64
1 2.72 .14 �.259 1.11 .705 2.6 1.35

(.522) (.464) [.279]
2 2.06 .00 �.018 .84 .422 1.5 2.22

(.284) (.342) [.467]
3 2.51 .07 .094 1.35 .418 2.4 3.22

(.226) (.280) [.301]
4 3.39 .01 �.029 2.23 .446 3.7 4.12

(.185) (.231) [.153]
5 3.02 .00 �.017 1.91 .364 2.9 4.96

(.152) (.213) [.230]
6 2.84 .01 .023 1.75 .319 2.8 5.69

(.150) (.193) [.251]
7 2.95 .05 .052 1.83 .304 3.2 6.45

(.139) (.174) [.203]
8 2.47 .39 .135 1.10 .221 3.0 6.94

(.128) (.163) [.227]
9 2.44 .77 .183 .81 .184 3.9 7.45

(.119) (.150) [.144]
10 2.56 .93 .194 .79 .175 4.6 7.84

(.112) (.141) [.103]
11 2.51 1.47 .238 .43 .127 5.8 8.39

(.107) (.134) [.054]
12 1.23 .49 .132 .27 .095 2.2 9.03

(.103) (.126) [.329]
13 .55 .17 .076 .07 .047 .7 9.63

(.101) (.118) [.694]
14 .39 .12 .061 .04 .033 .5 10.32

(.095) (.115) [.779]
15 .15 .09 .051 .01 �.012 .3 10.86

(.094) (.113) [.859]

Note.—Col. 1 reports the fit of a regression of contemporaneous and future consumption growth for different S on
both returns; cols. 2 and 3 report results from a regression of onto future consumption growth; and cols. 4HMLt�1

and 5 use in place of . Standard errors (in parentheses) are calculated under the null that the coefficientsSMB HMLt�1 t�1

are zero, allowing for heteroskedasticity of returns. Col. 6 shows the test statistic and p-value (in brackets) for the test
that the coefficients in the second and third regressions are zero, under the assumption that HML and SMB are
uncorrelated, an assumption not rejected by the series. Col. 7 reports the variance of 100 times consumption growth.

To begin, we examine the predictive power of these size and value
excess returns for current and future consumption growth. Column 1
of table 4 shows the fit of a regression of contemporaneous and future
consumption growth, , onto and for dif-ln (C /C ) HML SMBt�1�S t t�1 t�1

ferent S. The two excess returns jointly explain 1.78 percent of the
variation in contemporaneous consumption growth ( ). As we in-S p 0
crease S, the variance of the dependent variable increases (col. 7 of
table 4). Despite this, the fit of the regression nearly doubles over the
first four quarters. That is, over the first year, the additional future
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consumption contains more “signal”—movement of consumption cor-
related with past returns—than “noise”—innovations to consumption
not predicted by either excess return. The share of consumption growth
explained by the size and value excess returns is above the levelS p 0
out to three years.

To formally test the null hypothesis that there is no correlation be-
tween these portfolios and future consumption growth, we run two
separate “reverse” regressions: regressing first and thenHML t�1

onto only future consumption growth, . This spec-SMB ln (C /C )t�1 t�1�S t�1

ification makes inference simpler and sharper: under the null that there
is no correlation between the return and future consumption growth,
the residual of the regression inherits the time-series properties of the
returns and so has no significant serial correlation. Columns 2–5 of
table 4 show that the coefficients on future consumption growth display
different patterns with S for HML and SMB, but both coefficients are
typically positive. For the regression using , future consumptionHML t�1

growth is statistically significant only for the horizon covering the three
years after the return ( to ). For SMB, future consumptiont � 1 t � 1 � 11
growth is not statistically significant at any horizon, although it is close
at horizons around one year.15

In terms of joint significance (col. 6), the significance level lies be-
tween 15 and 30 percent for , then drops to the 10 percentS p 3, … , 9
level and then the 5 percent level at , and rises significantlyS p 11
thereafter. While these results may seem surprising to those who think
of consumption as close to a martingale, several papers have docu-
mented that past aggregate returns predict consumption growth, from
Hall (1978) to the subsequent analyses of Fama (1981), Daniel and
Marshall (1997), and the papers cited in the Introduction.16

While table 4 focuses on testing, figure 2 presents point estimates.
Figures 2a and b display the partial correlations of andHML t�1

, respectively, with and two standard error bands. Rel-SMB D ln Ct�1 t�1�S

ative to the contemporaneous correlations, there is significant corre-
lation between these excess returns and future consumption growth.
The contemporaneous correlation between HML and is very closeD ln C

15 At its peak, future consumption growth explains 1.47 percent of the variation in HML
and 2.23 percent of the variation in SMB, relative to 0.15 percent and 1.11 percent,
respectively, at . These shares of variance explained by consumption growth areS p 0
relatively large. Lettau and Ludvigson (2001a) demonstrate that a variable based on the
ratio of consumption to wealth, denoted cay (see Sec. VII), predicts aggregate excess
returns well. For comparison, cay explains only 0.5 percent of the variance of HML and
0.3 percent of SMB.

16 Consumption growth also does not appear to be a univariate martingale difference
sequence. If consumption growth were a martingale, the variance in col. 7 of table 4 would
increase linearly in S, which it does not. Over the first year, the increases in variance are
0.71, 0.87, 1.00, and 0.90, all greater than the initial variance of 0.64. But starting at two
years, the increases are smaller: 0.49, 0.51, 0.39, 0.55, 0.64, and 0.60 for .S p 7, … , 13
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Fig. 2.—Excess returns and future consumption growth: a, correlation between
and ; b, correlation between and ; c, covari-HML ln (C /C ) SMB ln (C /C )t�1 t�1�S t�S t�1 t�1�S t�S

ance between and ; d, covariance between andHML ln (C /C ) SMBt�1 t�1�S t t�1

. Two standard error bands are calculated using Newey-West standard errorsln (C /C )t�1�S t

with lags equal to , since we are estimating under the assumption that consumptionS � 1
growth is predictable.

to zero, economically and statistically. The correlation between HML
and future consumption growth rates, however, is typically positive and
larger, until , and is statistically significant at . The corre-S p 12 S p 8
lation between SMB and contemporaneous consumption growth is sig-
nificantly larger than for HML, and the correlation remains positive
until .S p 8

Figures 2c and d display the cumulative covariances between con-
sumption growth and each excess return, which are the covariances on
the right-hand side of equation (8). The covariance of long-horizon
consumption growth and HML (fig. 2c) is roughly zero until , andS p 6
at the covariance becomes borderline significant. For SMB (fig.S p 11
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2d), the covariance rises with the horizon over the first two years and
then declines.

We can use equation (8) and the covariances of figure 2 to quantify
the impact of including future consumption growth in consumption
risk. The mean of HML is 0.81 percent per quarter and the mean of
SMB is 0.39 percent per quarter. Thus the contemporaneous consump-
tion covariances imply a coefficient of relative risk aversion that is 69.5
for SMB and one that is negative for HML (although very close to a
large positive number). When future consumption growth is added, by

, both measures are positive and risk aversion based on SMB isS p 6
18.6, nearly one-fourth that estimated by contemporaneous consump-
tion risk. At a horizon of , the implied levels of risk aversion areS p 11
45.0 and 25.6, respectively.

The fact that future consumption growth is predictable by HML and
SMB makes it unlikely that our main findings presented in the previous
section are spurious. That is, table 4 and figure 2 demonstrate that the
differences in ultimate consumption risk across size and value portfolios
are statistically significant. Table 1 does not merely relate average returns
to covariances that have a pattern of noise that happens to help the
model fit the data. As complementary evidence, Parker and Julliard
(2003) show in their figure 2 that consumption betas at have aS p 11
greater spread and are more closely related to average returns than at

.S p 0
We checked this concern further with a Monte Carlo experiment,

drawing random sample paths of consumption growth and using them
to price the Fama-French portfolios. Keeping the returns data, we gen-
erate 1,820 artificial data sets by randomly selecting consumption growth
rates for 1 to T from the observed sample of consumption growth rates.
We then estimate our model for on each generated dataS p 0, … , 15
set using GMM with the prespecified weighting matrix.

First, how likely would we be to find a fit like that in table 1 if con-
sumption growth were truly independent over time? On the basis of
our simulation, the probability that and the fit is 44 percent org 1 0S

larger (as in table 1) for any consumption model ( ) is oneS � [0, 15]
in five; for a fit of 60 percent or larger (table 3), the probability is 4.4
percent. But we also find for all S and a hump-shaped pattern ofg 1 0S

fit. The probability that we find for all S and percent (602g 1 0 R ≥ 44S

percent) for some S is 6.5 percent (1.8 percent).
Second, how likely would we be to find an increases in fit like that

in table 1 if consumption growth were truly independent over time? To
answer this question, we discard samples in which for , leav-ĝ ≤ 0 S p 0
ing 977 samples in which the sign of the contemporaneous correlation
between returns and consumption growth matches that in the actual
data. Only 4.91 percent of the simulations estimate for all S andĝ 1 0S
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Fig. 3.—Distribution of when consumption is a martingale. Sample of simula-2 2R � RS 0

tions in which risk aversion at is positive and the lies between 0.026 and 0.2442S p 0 R
at . At any horizon , is set to zero if risk aversion is estimated to be negative.2S p 0 S 1 0 R

an increase in fit of 41 percent or more from to anyS p 0 S � [1,
. To check that the presence of some large ’s at is not driving215] R S p 0

these results, we limit the ’s at to a range similar to that of2R S p 0
tables 1 and 3 by dropping simulations in the top and bottom 25 percent
of the distribution of fit at , so that all simulations have 2S p 0 R �

at . Figure 3 shows that in these simulations, there[0.026, 0.244] S p 0
is no tendency for the consumption model to fit expected returns better
as the horizon increases. In these simulations, the probability that

for all S and increases by at least 41 percent from to2ĝ 1 0 R S p 0S S

any is 7.53 percent (36 out of 478 simulations), or 3.96S � [1, 15]
percent if we do not restrict ourselves to cases with . It is also theg 1 00

case that the simulated results show little correlation in across ho-2R
rizon, which is not penalized in these probabilities. We conclude that
while of course our results could be due to chance, this is not likely.17

The serial correlation of consumption growth has a strong business
cycle pattern, and it is this that prices expected returns. Figure 4 displays
the estimated stochastic discount factors for , for , and forS p 0 S p 11

with the risk-free rate constant. The figure also shows, as shadedS p 11

17 Parker and Julliard (2003) reports another check on the results. Kan and Zhang
(1999), with a simulation exercise, shows that “useless” factors can appear statistically
significant, at least when the Fama and MacBeth (1973) methodology is applied to a
misspecified model. If a factor is spurious, its significance tends to be reduced by firm
characteristics (Jagannathan and Wang 1996, 1998). When Fama-MacBeth estimation and
a linearized model are used, ultimate consumption risk remains significantly related to
returns, and more significantly than contemporaneous consumption risk, when we include
as factors two different asset characteristics—size and book-to-market value—and these
factors are insignificant in three out of four specifications.



Fig. 4.—Time series of stochastic discount factors. The dashed line displays , the solid line displays , and the long-dashed line (lying almost0 11m mt�1 t�1

completely under the solid line) displays with . Risk aversion ’s are set to the values reported in table 1, first set of results. Shaded regions11 f ˆm R p 1 gt�1

are NBER recessions.
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regions, the NBER recession dates. While consumption growth at S p
has little visible business cycle pattern, at , the series is clearly0 S p 11

related to the business cycle. Consumption falls around recessions, so
that the stochastic discount factor is highest right before and at the start
of recessions. Ultimate consumption risk prices expected returns on the
Fama-French portfolios because value stocks, and to some extent small
stocks, pay off relatively poorly before and at the start of recessions,
when consumption enters a period of decline.

Figure 4 also makes clear the small role played by the risk-free real
interest rate in our stochastic discount factor. That is, our emphasis in
this section on consumption growth alone is not misleading. This point
also comes through in the next section and, in more detail, in Parker
and Julliard (2003).

To conclude this section, can one choose a “best” horizon of con-
sumption adjustment at which to measure ultimate consumption risk?
On the one hand, if consumption is slow to adjust for the reasons
outlined above, then larger S’s are preferred since they allow a longer
horizon for consumption adjustment. The fact that the economic im-
portance of consumption risk varies with horizon is evidence against
the basic CCAPM used in Section II and evidence in favor of a modified
model in which consumption exhibits slow adjustment for some reason.
This suggests that one would like to choose S as large as possible. On
the other hand, as S increases, the noise in increases. Noise in aSmt�1

factor is irrelevant asymptotically, but it decreases the accuracy of esti-
mation in any finite sample. For larger S, the noise in is greaterSmt�1

because we do not observe , and all innovations to consump-SE [m ]t�1 t�1

tion between and are included as noise in our stochastict � 1 t � 1 � S
discount factor.18 Closely related, for larger S, our sample is effectively
shorter because there is more correlation over time in GMM residuals,
leading to less precision in estimated covariances.19 Thus we do not want
to choose S too large.

These arguments suggest that the best horizon has a large signal and
little noise in the measured covariance between the discount factor and
returns. As discussed above, column 6 of table 4 speaks to this issue.
The statistical significance of the covariances of HML and SMB with
long-horizon consumption growth peaks at and declines sub-S p 11

18 Any construction of would still contain noise and, potentially more impor-SE [m ]t�1 t�1

tantly, would omit a signal—true slow adjustment of consumption—from our factor.
19 There is also a reason to keep the maximum S small and not include larger values

of S in our reported results. A larger maximum S implies a shorter time series of available
returns to price.
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stantially thereafter.20 Parker and Julliard (2003) analyze all 25 portfolios
and reach a similar conclusion. They compute, for each S, the average
statistical uncertainty in consumption betas estimated from a linearized
ultimate consumption risk model ( ) relative to the total cross-b̂i,S

sectional variance of consumption betas:

25 ˆ̂(1/25)� Var(b )i,Sip1
.25 25 2ˆ ˆ(1/25)� [b � (1/25)� b ]i,S i,Sip1 ip1

The numerator is a measure of the average noise in , and the de-b̂i,S

nominator is a measure of the total observed signal plus noise across
. Statistical uncertainty in the estimated remains roughly constantb̂ bi,S i,S

relative to the total variance from to and is substantiallyS p 0 S p 11
larger for larger S. On these grounds, one might choose to measure
ultimate consumption risk in this sample at .S p 11

But tables 1, 3, and 5 (below) show that for S close to three years,
the conclusions one reaches are quite similar. In all specifications and
samples that we have analyzed, the exact choice of S does not drive our
inference on structural parameters, in that estimates are similar for
models (S) near the selected model, but typically maximizes theS p 11
model’s fit.

VII. Comparison with Other Linear Factor Models

In this section, we compare the performance of a linear version of our
ultimate consumption risk model to the linear asset pricing models of
Fama and French and Lettau and Ludvigson.

Fama and French (1992, 1993) show that a three-factor model ex-
plains a large fraction of the cross-sectional variation in expected returns
in the Fama-French portfolios. The factors are the excess return on the
market (denoted ) and the two excess returns capturing the size andmR
value premia already discussed, HML and SMB. Lettau and Ludvigson
(2001a) argues that the budget constraint of the representative house-
hold implies that consumption, income, and asset wealth should be
cointegrated and then shows that the deviation of these variables from
their long-run relationship (the error correction term in the three-
variable vector autoregression) is a good predictor of market returns.
Lettau and Ludvigson (2001b) shows that this variable, denoted by

, consumption growth ( ), and their interaction provide acay D ln Ct t�1

20 This is also true in a regression of onto both returns, correcting forln (C /C )t�1�S t

serial correlation. Figure 2, however, shows that this pattern differs by size and value, and
on the basis of the correlations between consumption and SMB alone, one would choose
a lower “best” S.
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three-factor model that does as well in explaining the cross section of
expected returns as the Fama-French three-factor model.

To make ultimate consumption risk into a linear model comparable
to these models, we follow Lettau and Ludvigson and apply a first-order
log-linear approximation to the utility function to yield

Ct�SS f fm p R � g R ln .t t,t�S S t,t�S ( )Ct�1

This is then a two-factor model with factors andf fR R #t,t�S t,t�S

. We do not impose the model’s restriction on the coeffi-ln (C /C )t�S t�1

cient on . However, to emphasize that the covariance of returnsfR t,t�S

and consumption growth is pricing expected returns and that the risk-
free interest rate is doing very little, we also report results that maintain
the assumption that the risk-free real interest rate is constant, making
our model a one-factor model in which the stochastic discount factor
is simply long-horizon consumption growth.

Each model says that the expected return on any portfolio is the
weighted sum of the covariance of the return and each factor. Denote
the vector of factors by , soft�1

′f p (cay , D ln C , cay D ln C )t�1 t t�1 t t�1

in the Lettau-Ludvigson model,

m ′f p (R , SMB , HML )t�1 t�1 t�1 t�1

in the Fama-French model, and

′Ct�1�Sf ff p R ln , R , 0t�1 t�1,t�1�S t�1,t�1�S( )Ct

in the contemporaneous and ultimate consumption risk models. Let
be the vector of coefficients on the factors. Following′b p (b , b , b )1 2 3

Yogo (2003), we estimate the Fama-French and Lettau-Ludvigson models
by GMM, using the empirical moment function28 # 1

e e ′R � a1 � R ( f � m)be t 25 t tg(R , f ; a, m, b) p ,t t�1 [ ]f � mt

where m now denotes a parameter vector. Under the null that the3 # 1
model prices expected returns, the theoretical moment restriction

holds for the true . As in oure ′ ′ 7E[g(R , f ; a, m, b)] p 0 (a, m , b ) � �t t�1

basic estimation, the difference between a fitted moment and zero is a
measure of the mispricing of an expected return, and we include an
intercept that allows all excess returns to be mispriced by a common
amount. Finally, we estimate the consumption risk model with time-
varying by imposing and omitting the last moment; wefR m p b p 03 3
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estimate the model with a constant by imposingfR m p m p b p2 3 2

and omitting the last two moments.21b p 03

We present results for the subsample analyzed by Lettau and Ludvig-
son (2001b) and the focus of Fama and French (1993).22 The first row
of panel A of table 5 reports the fit, estimated intercept and coefficients,
and Hansen-Jagannathan distance and p-value for the Fama-French
three-factor model.23 The second row of results reports the same set of
statistics for the Lettau-Ludvigson three-factor model. The remaining
rows report results for the contemporaneous CCAPM and the ultimate
consumption risk model for quarters. For these models,S p 9, … , 14
we also present the implied coefficient of relative risk aversion: ĝ pS

for the model with time-varying and�1 fˆ ˆ ˆˆˆ ˆb m (1 � b m ) R g p b (1 �1 2,S 1 1,S S 1

for the model without.�1ˆ ˆb m )1 S

The two main points of table 5 are (1) that the ultimate consumption
risk model with constant, a single-factor model, fits expected returnsfR
nearly as well as the three-factor models of Lettau and Ludvigson and
Fama and French; and (2) that the ultimate consumption risk two-factor
model actually fits expected returns slightly better than both models.24

The explanatory power of the Fama-French, Lettau-Ludvigson, and ul-
timate risk to consumption models are all economically significant, fit-
ting 67 percent, 64 percent, and 55–70 percent of the variation in ex-
pected returns, respectively.25 The contemporaneous CCAPM performs
poorly.

Long-horizon consumption growth also implies lower levels of the
estimated intercept; the Lettau-Ludvigson and Fama-French models per-
form less well on this dimension. Finally, the ultimate consumption risk
model fits with quite low levels of estimated risk aversion. Efficient GMM
estimates are all well below 10.

Figure 5 graphs the pricing errors for each portfolio, for the four

21 As a prespecified weighting matrix, we use an identity matrix, resetting the diagonal
entries for the moments to very large numbers so that the point estimatesE[f � m] p 0t

are identical to those from the Fama and MacBeth (1973) procedure.
22 Parker and Julliard (2003) presents similar results for the longest sample in which

data for all three models are available.
23 Covariance matrices are calculated using the Newey-West procedure with one lag for

the three-factor models and lags for the ultimate consumption risk model. GivenS � 1
the potential unreliability of nonparametric covariance matrix estimation in a small sample,
we also experimented with alternative approaches: Newey-West standard errors computed
with 2S lags, Hansen-Hodrick standard errors with lags and no downweighting, andS � 1
VARHAC covariance matrix estimation. All these procedures delivered standard errors
numerically roughly within 10 percent of the ones reported in table 5.

24 The coefficient on the risk-free real interest rate ( ) should be one over the meanb2

of the stochastic discount factor, . This restriction is not rejected for any modelˆ ˆ1/(m � gm )2 1

with . It is rejected for with the prespecified weighting matrix and forS 1 9 S p 2, … , 5
with efficient GMM.S p 2, … , 9

25 In some of these cases, the Hansen-Jagannathan distance measure does not approx-
imate the average pricing error.
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TABLE 5
Comparison of Affine Factor Models of Expected Returns

Model

GMM with Prespecified Weighting Matrix Efficient GMM

2R a b1 b2 b3 g Dist a b1 b2 b3 g J-Test

A. Lettau-Ludvigson and Fama-French Three-Factor Models and Contemporaneous CCAPM

FF .67 .013 1.46 1.14 4.18 .50 .021 .35 1.73 4.19 42.1
(.014) (3.47) (2.42) (2.74) [.0000] (.010) (2.46) (2.42) (2.09) [.0041]

LL .64 .019 �5.3 47.5 5,642 .55 .006 �10.6 81.3 �733.9 40.9
(.010) (33.7) (21.8) (3,196) [.0000] (.006) (22.9) (21.8) (1,831.0) [.0057]

Sp0* .00 .000 .0 �3.0 2.93 .000 .81 .80 49.9
.000 (41.4) (42.3) [.0000] .000 (23.96) (23.81) [.0010]

Sp0 .18 .016 59.8 48.0 1.30 .020 89.74 65.81 42.4
(.007) (55.7) (35.8) [.0000] (.006) (22.51) (11.98) [.0082]

B. Ultimate Consumption Risk Model with Time-Varying fR

Sp9 .63 .005 32.5 3.2 13.7 .53 .008 13.59 11.30 8.58 35.8
(.008) (23.1) (5.1) (3.7) [.0000] (.005) (7.57) (5.10) (2.75) [.0320]

Sp10 .65 .004 31.7 2.9 12.8 .52 .008 11.94 9.95 7.62 36.5
(.009) (22.0) (5.0) (3.3) [.0001] (.005) (7.02) (4.98) (2.64) [.0271]

Sp11 .70 .004 33.2 3.0 12.4 .48 .009 14.69 8.10 8.40 37.0
(.011) (19.6) (4.7) (2.5) [.0002] (.005) (6.71) (4.69) (1.90) [.0237]

Sp12 .68 �.001 36.8 3.5 12.2 .50 .010 11.62 7.74 7.05 37.2
(.013) (25.3) (4.5) (2.6) [.0004] (.005) (6.65) (4.50) (2.21) [.0223]

Sp13 .65 �.002 43.0 2.0 12.2 .51 .011 10.34 6.59 6.36 38.7
(.015) (32.1) (4.4) (2.5) [.0014] (.004) (7.26) (4.37) (2.54) [.0154]

Sp14 .62 �.001 43.2 1.9 11.6 .54 .013 8.72 6.07 5.57 38.7
(.015) (32.1) (4.2) (2.3) [.0013] (.005) (7.37) (4.18) (2.85) [.0153]
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C. Ultimate Consumption Risk Model with Constant fR

Sp9 .57 .007 32.7 14.2 1.4 .019 5.14 4.27 50.86
(.009) (23.5) (4.0) [.0000] (.006) (7.82) (5.34) [.0007]

Sp10 .59 .006 32.2 13.4 1.4 .019 4.45 3.73 50.80
(.009) (22.6) (3.5) [.0000] (.006) (7.63) (5.31) [.0007]

Sp11 .66 .005 35.7 13.3 1.4 .017 8.69 6.20 51.99
(.011) (20.7) (2.5) [.0001] (.006) (7.06) (3.41) [.0005]

Sp12 .61 .001 40.0 13.2 1.5 .017 8.73 6.08 52.69
(.013) (26.1) (2.6) [.0002] (.006) (7.39) (3.40) [.0004]

Sp13 .59 .000 47.3 13.3 1.4 .017 7.02 5.09 51.65
(.015) (35.8) (2.6) [.0003] (.006) (7.96) (4.05) [.0006]

Sp14 .55 .000 48.0 12.7 1.4 .017 7.94 5.45 51.97
(.015) (36.7) (2.4) [.0004] (.006) (7.87) (3.55) [.0005]

Note.—GMM estimation of affine factor models using returns data from 1963:3–1999:4. Standard errors are reported in parentheses and p-values in brackets. GMM with a
prespecified weighting matrix replicates the Fama-MacBeth point estimates by using an identity matrix for the moments corresponding to expected returns and large weights on
the diagonal for the remaining moments, as discussed in Sec. IV. Efficient GMM iterates to convergence. The J-statistics for the Fama-French and Lettau-Ludvigson models are
distributed according to a under null, whereas the distributions for the consumption models are and . Covariance matrices are calculated using the Newey-West2 2 2x (21) x (22) x (23)
procedure with one lag for the three-factor models and for the ultimate consumption risk model.S � 1

* Uses the beginning-of-period timing convention. Denotes using the timing convention for consumption data that consumption takes place at the start of the period.



Fig. 5.—Comparison of affine factor models of expected returns: a, contemporaneous CCAPM; b, Fama-French three-factor model; c, Lettau-Ludvigson
model; d, ultimate consumption risk, . All returns are quarterly rates. Each portfolio is denoted by the rank of its market equity and thencay S p 11t

the rank of its ratio of book value to market value. Fitted values are based on the model estimates from panels A and B of table 5, which use returns
data from 1963:3–1999:4.
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main models. All models besides the contemporaneous CCAPM do quite
well at fitting expected returns.

VIII. Conclusion

This paper analyzes the Fama-French portfolios and measures their risk-
iness by their ultimate risk to aggregate consumption. When investors
are allocating their portfolios efficiently, differences in expected returns
on assets should be explained by differences in the equilibrium risk of
each marginal investment to the utility of investors. We show that while
the covariance of each portfolio and contemporaneous consumption
growth does not explain the pattern of average returns across portfolios,
the ultimate risk to consumption explains a large fraction of the vari-
ation in average returns. The fit of our model recast as a linear one-
factor model rivals that of the three-factor model of Fama and French
and that of the three-factor model of Lettau and Ludvigson. These
conclusions are robust to several variations in assumptions.

In sum, this paper confirms one of the central insights of the CCAPM:
that consumption risk is an important determinant of average returns
across stocks. This finding raises several questions. First, does the ulti-
mate risk to consumption explain differences in expected bond returns
or differences in expected returns over time? Parker (2003) shows that
contemporaneous consumption risk is negatively related to time vari-
ation in expected returns and ultimate consumption risk is positively
related. Second, estimates of the risk aversion of the representative
household are still larger than we find plausible. Parker (2001) uses
data on the consumption of households that actually hold stock and
shows that the ultimate consumption risk of stockholders and the av-
erage premium on equity imply levels of risk aversion less than 10. Thus
it may be the case that the ultimate consumption risk of different port-
folios for stockholders provides an even better accounting of the cross
section of expected returns.

Appendix

The Hansen-Jagannathan Distance

This Appendix extends the Hansen-Jagannathan distance test to the case of
moment conditions that are nonlinear in the parameters, by extending theorem
3 of Jagannathan and Wang (1996). Let and e ′v p (m , g , a ) w p (R , C ,S S S t t t�S

. The Hansen-Jagannathan distance and its sample analogue are given by′C )t�1

′ ˆ�dist(w , v) p E[g(w ; v)] WE[g(w ; v)],t t t

′ ˆ�dist (w , v) p min g (w ; v) Wg (w ; v), (A1)T t {v} T t T t
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where
T1

g (w , v) p g(w , v).�T t tT tp0

If the weighting matrix is optimal in the sense of Hansen (1982), thenŴ
is asymptotically distributed as a , where M is the num-2 2T[dist (w , v)] x (M � P)T t

ber of moment restrictions and P the number of parameters. For any positive
definite matrix that is not the efficient weighting matrix, the distribution

p
Ŵ r W

of the test statistics is nonstandard.
Proposition. Let be ergodic stationary and let be the GMM estimatorˆ{w } vt

defined as the minimizer of equation (A1), where converges in probabilityŴ
to some symmetric positive definitive matrix W. Suppose that the model is cor-
rectly specified in that holds for some . Suppose that (i)E[g(w , v )] p 0 v � Vt 0 M 0

the parameter space V is a compact subset of , (ii) is continuous inP� g(w , v)t

v for all , (iii) is measurable in for all , (iv)w g(w , v) w v � V E[g(w , v)] ( 0t t t t M

for all in V, and (v) . Suppose further thatv ( v E[sup kg(w , v)k] ! �0 v�V t

1. is in the interior of V;v0

2. is continuously differentiable in v for any ;g(w , v) wt t

3.
d�Tg (w , v ) r N(0 , Q ),T t 0 M (M#M)

where Q is positive definite;
4. (local dominance condition on )′�g(w , v)/�vt

�g(w , v)tE supk k ! �′[ ]�vv�N

for some neighborhood N of ; andv0
5.

�g(w , v )t 0G p E(M#P) ′[ ]�v

is of full column rank.

Let
1/2 1/2 1/2 ′ ′ �1 ′ 1/2 1/2 ′ 1/2 ′A p Q W [I � (W ) G(G WG) G W ](W )(Q ) , (A2)M

where and are the upper-triangular matrices from the Choleski de-1/2 1/2Q W
composition of Q and W, and is an M-dimensional identity matrix. Then, AIM

has exactly nonzero eigenvalues, which are positive and denoted byM � P l ,1

and the asymptotic sampling distribution of the Hansen-Jagannathan… , lM�P

distance is
M�P

d2ˆT[dist (w , v)] r l v as T r �,�T t j j
jp1

where are independent random variables.2v , … , v x (1)1 M�P

Proof. The first-order condition of the minimization problem is

′ˆ ˆˆG (w , v) Wg (w , v) p 0 , (A3)T t T t P
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where

T ˆ1 �g(w , v)tˆG (w ; v) p .�T t ′T �vtp0

Since is continuously differentiable, we can apply the mean valueg(w , v)t

theorem

ˆ ˆ¯g (w , v) p g (w , v ) � G (w ; v)(v � v ), (A4)T t T t 0 T t 0

where is a mean value lying between and , and substitute into equationˆv̄ v v0

(A3)

′ �1ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ¯v � v p �[G (w , v) WG (w ; v)] G (w ; v)Wg (w , v ).0 T t T t T t T t 0

From equation (A4), the sample analogue of the moment function is

′ �1ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ¯ ¯g (w , v) p {I � G (w ; v)[G (w , v) WG (w ; v)] G (w ; v)W}g (w , v ),T t M T t T t T t T t T t 0

which, in the definition of the Hansen-Jagannathan distance, gives
d2 ′ ′ �1 ′ˆT[dist (w , v)] r Z [W � WG(G WG) G W]Z as T r �, (A5)T t

where Z is an M-dimensional vector of mean zero normal random variables,
Let so that . Substituting into equation1/2Z ∼ N(0 , Q). z ∼ N(0 , I ) Z p (Q )zM M M

(A5) yields
d2 ′ˆT[dist (w , v)] r z Az,T t

where A is defined in equation (A2). Since
1/2 ′ ′ �1 ′ 1/2I � (W ) G(G WG) G WM

is symmetric and idempotent and has trace , we know that it has rankM � P
. This implies that the rank of A is also . As a consequence, A hasM � P M � P

exactly positive eigenvalues, denoted by Then, there existM � P l , … , l .1 M�P

a diagonal matrix L and an orthogonal matrix H such that , where′A p HLH
and is a -dimensional vector of zeros. Let′L p diag{l , … , l , 0 } 0 P x p1 M�P P P

; then , and we haveHz x ∼ N(0 , I )M M

M�P
d2 ′ 2ˆT[dist (w , v)] r x Lx p l x .�T t j j

jp1

Setting completes the proof.2v p xj j

We estimate the matrix A by

1/2 1/2 1/2 ′ ′ �1 ′ 1/2 1/2 ′ 1/2 ′ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆA p Q W [I � (W ) G(G WG) G W ](W )(Q ) ,M

where and is a consistent estimate of Q. We estimateˆ ˆĜ p G (w , v) Q l , … ,T t 1

by the positive eigenvalues of . Although has a nonstandard2ˆˆl A T[dist (w , v)]M�P T t

distribution function, we can still consistently compute the p-values of the com-
puted statistic to test the null hypothesis that the stochastic discount factor is
correctly specified.

Define , where u has the unknown probability distribution func-M�Pu { � l vj jjp1

tion . Let , , , be independentw(u) {v } i p 1, … , T * j p 1, … , M � P T *(M � P)ij

random draws from a distribution. We can construct a set on independent2x (1)
samples, , by letting . By the law of large numbers we haveM�PT*{u } u p � l vi ip1 i j jjp1
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that, for any nonnegative a,

aT*
p1

1 r dw(u) p Pr (u ≤ a) as T * r �,� {u ≤a} � iiT * ip1 0

where is the index function that takes value one if the condition is satisfied1{7}

and zero otherwise.
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